
Sacred Body 1371 

Chapter 1371: Rushing to Xianling, the ancestral land of the three fairy caves will be opened, familiar... 

To be honest, Jun Xiaoyao really needs this immortal substance. 

Because this immortal way's material effect is really too great. 

First, it can refining by itself. Although the amount is small, it is simple to refine the physical body and 

improve the realm of cultivation. 

Second, it can also be used to temper emperor soldiers, such as Jiuli Tu, Daluo Sword Titus, the Mother 

Qi Cauldron of All Things, and so on. 

Although this amount is not enough to sublimate all these weapons, there is nothing wrong with 

increasing the power. 

Third, this immortal material can also be used to water the world tree, the six-path reincarnation fairy 

roots, and so on. 

These things are the gods of heaven and earth, the supreme treasure. 

If there is the watering of immortal things, there will definitely be a qualitative transformation. 

Even the immortal matter can help the inner universe expand. 

Let the innate gods and demons in the inner universe also have extremely enchanting talents. 

It can be said that immortal substances have many uses and benefits. 

Even Jun Xiaoyao wanted to enter that ‘door’ to find out. 

Jun Xiaoyao was not polite, and collected these immortal materials into the inner universe. 

But he didn't use it for the time being. 

After all, the amount is limited, and good steel needs to be used on the blade. 

As for breakthroughs. 

To put it bluntly, take Jun Xiaoyao's current accumulation. 

He can break through to the realm of the Great Heavenly Sovereign without resorting to any chance. 

But Jun Xiaoyao did not do this. 

Because his habit is like this. 

If you don’t break through, you must cross a great realm when you break through. 

Otherwise, I'm sorry for his talent. 

And in places like Jiutian, there is definitely no shortage of opportunities and secret places. 

Even in that Xianling Three Immortal Cave, there may be a chance for him to break through the realm. 
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So now, Jun Xiaoyao doesn't need to expend Xiandao material to break through the realm, it's a bit 

wasteful. 

After all, this thing is too rare to find much in Jiutian and Xianyu. 

After collecting the immortal material. 

Jun Xiaoyao also planned to leave. 

After all, he still has Jiang Luoli's matter to be resolved. 

Afterwards, Jun Xiaoyao also asked Bodhi and others about the general situation of the nine days. 

And where is Xian Ling located. 

Bodhi and other medicinal creatures, although they have been huddled in the abyss of endlessness. 

But some information about Jiutian is still known. 

They also told Jun Xiaoyao in detail. 

"Well, Senior Bodhi, and everyone, it's time for Jun to leave." 

"When Jun is finished in nine days, I will come here to take you to the fairyland." 

"I believe that at that time, no one would dare to stop you, or be against you." Jun Xiaoyao said with a 

touch of confidence. 

He must have made a big noise this time in nine days. 

At least it will make Jiutian creatures more jealous of him and the Jun family. 

"Then thank you little friend." Bodhi also smiled. 

After all, he has always been under great pressure. 

And now there is finally a solution. 

"My lord, thank you very much." 

Yao'er looked at Jun Xiaoyao with a look of dismay. 

After all, with Jun Xiaoyao, they feel full of security. 

"Heh, rest assured, when you arrive at the fairyland and join the Emperor's Court, you don't have to 

worry about survival anymore." 

"Well, we believe in adults!" 

Yao'er and Ginseng Baobao are all focused on their heads. 

Jun Xiaoyao also left Yaoling Mountain. 

And the suppressed King Sha was outside Yaoling Mountain. 

Jun Xiaoyao is not afraid that he will run away, because a seal has been placed in his body. 



But now the Sha King is still in a state of being beastly. 

Seeing Jun Xiaoyao coming, he just stared coldly. 

Jun Xiaoyao took out a chariot from the space magic weapon. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, you..." 

The Shawang beast stared. 

He thought that Jun Xiaoyao was joking, but he didn't expect that he really wanted to treat him as a cart. 

Although King Sha was angry, he did not dare to resist. 

After all, he has been tortured by Jun Xiaoyao's methods. 

Jun Xiaoyao put the rein of the chariot on the neck of King Sha. 

Who can think of it. 

One of the four little kings of Tangtang Beast Cave, the sha king of the same line. 

Now it has really become a livestock pulling cart. 

"Go, go to Xianling." 

Jun Xiaoyao sat in the car and said lightly. 

When the evil king heard this, his face was extremely ugly. 

Jun Xiaoyao is going to Xianling! 

What the purpose is, it goes without saying. 

Because this time he came to the Abyss to hunt for living medicine. 

Just for the sake of the fairy Liu Qiongyan in the line of Xianling and Qiongxiao. 

Yes, he is also one of Liu Qiongyan's followers. 

This time, he had promised Liu Qiongyan to help her win the golden bucket of the immortal weapon 

mixed yuan. 

Can imagine. 

If he had such an appearance, he would pull a cart for Jun Xiaoyao and show up in Xianling. 

That will attract much criticism. 

It is estimated that Liu Qiongyan will lose face. 

And he will completely lose the opportunity to pursue Liu Qiongyan. 

After all, there is no woman who wants to see her own man, who was once treated as a cart pulling a 

livestock. 



However, King Sha did not dare to resist, and could only endure the humiliation, pulling the cart for Jun 

Xiaoyao. 

"It seems that this time the Three Immortal Caves, the Fierce King will also participate, Jun Xiaoyao, 

wait..." Sha Wang said with hatred in his heart. 

He ranked last among the four little kings. 

The Fierce King is the arrogant of the Qi and Qi family, with stronger strength. 

He believed that the fierce king would be able to rescue him. 

Sha Wang Yinglu, pulling the chariot, carrying Jun Xiaoyao, left the Abyss of Endlessness, and went to the 

area where Xianling was located. 

… 

Xianling is one of the ten restricted areas in Nine Days. 

Located in the universe, on an extremely ancient continent. 

Looking around, the rolling hills are undulating. 

Many fairy palaces and treasures are floating in the void. 

There are overpasses connecting each other. 

There is a crystal waterfall hanging down, Yuyu Qionghua. 

The precious medicine that is rare in the outside world is like a weed on the side of the road, growing at 

will, exuding a refreshing fragrance. 

This is an extremely rare spiritual land. 

Even Jiutian's own cultivation environment is already good enough. 

The location of Xian Ling is even more like a fairyland on earth. 

Originally, it was one of the nine-day restricted area. 

Xianling is usually impossible for outsiders to set foot in. 

After all, as a restricted area, there must be the majesty and superiority of the restricted area. 

But today, there are many figures who come to Xianling. 

Most of the visitors are extremely young and strong. 

Either the top personalities of a certain taboo family, or the young talents of other restricted areas. 

The reason why Xianling's portal is now open is very simple. 

The ancestral land of Xianling, the Sanxian Cave is about to open. 



Therefore, Xian Ling also invited some nine-day heroes to come to the banquet, and then they can enter 

the Sanxian Cave to break through.  

It's not that Xianling is so generous, willing to open up his ancestral land to allow other Tianjiao to enter 

it. 

There are two reasons. 

First, in the Three Immortals Cave, there are already various organs, the dilemma of alien beasts, etc., 

and there are also great risks. 

Let others join, you can share the risk. 

Second, Xianling has always been dominated by women, and the only way to pass on is to marry other 

young strong men. 

Give birth to a boy and leave, and the girl stays in Xianling. 

So every time Sanxiandong opens. 

It is also a blind date. 

The women of Xianling can also use this to select Taoists and find a powerful husband-in-law. 

And among these young Tianjiao who entered the Xian Ling, a familiar figure suddenly appeared. 

Chapter 1372: Huang Nidao, the little stone emperor comes, one of the four little kings is fierce... 

It was a young man in a black and gold dress with a handsome face. 

A pair of black and gold phoenix wings were born on the back, and the black undead fire hovered 

around them. 

It was the little ancestor of the Yaohuang Ancient Cave, Huang Nidao. 

He is the undead son of the ancient emperor. 

Not to die, the ancient emperor had contact with the bosses in the Jiutian Forbidden Zone. 

So he was also led for nine days early. 

And now, beside the Phoenix Nirvana Dao, there was still a figure. 

It was a man with a strong body, like a **** or a devil. 

His long black hair was scattered, and the pupils of his eyes showed a scarlet green color, mixed with 

blood, which looked very breathtaking. 

Behind it, there is also a pair of wings. 

But it wasn't a phoenix wing, it was covered with white bone spurs, more like some kind of beast wing. 

From him, there was also a terrifying fierce might. 

Just looking at it gives people a sense of tremor in the soul. 
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Some Tianjiao around, seeing this figure, their eyes are full of deep jealousy. 

"You deserve to be the fierce king of the four little kings of the Beast Cavern, this coercion is absolutely 

nothing." 

"Nonsense, are there any kind of four evil spirits, but why the evil king hasn't come yet? I remember him 

and the evil king, both seem to admire Fairy Liu Qiongyan." 

"I don't know, it will definitely come anyway." 

Some Tianjiao were whispering, but they didn't dare to say anything in the face. 

Because, there used to be Tianjiao, because of criticizing the fierce king, the body that was directly 

manifested by him was swallowed in one bite. 

It is different from the deceptive and elegant appearance of King Sha. 

The temperament of the fierce king is like a **** or a monster. 

But now, Phoenix Nirvana was walking calmly with the fierce king, enjoying the awe-inspiring gaze from 

all directions. 

That's right, the forbidden area related to the undead ancient emperor is the beast cave. 

"Brother Nirvana, this time the Three Immortal Caves will definitely have an opportunity to appear. You 

have not been here for nine days, and you just need this opportunity." 

The fierce king, the body is the Qiongqi, one of the four fiends of the ancient times. 

Although his fierce name is outside, he is more polite to Huang Nidao. 

Of course not because of how strong the Phoenix Nirvana Dao itself is. 

But because he has a good father. 

The immortal ancient emperor had a close personal relationship with some big guys in the animal cave. 

He is also an ancient emperor who is powerful in all directions. 

"I want to thank my eldest brother, I believe that eldest brother will be able to embrace the beauty." 

Huang Nidao also smiled lightly. 

He is in the immortal realm, with a distinguished status, and he is the young ancestor of the Ancient 

Demon Phoenix Cave. 

But after nine days, he realized how powerful the real nine-day evildoer is. 

Although Phoenix Nirvana is not weak, it is definitely not the top rank. 

So compared to the time when he was in the fairyland, the current Phoenix Nirvana Dao is a lot more 

low-key. 

"Let you auspicious words, but why hasn't the Sha King come yet?" Fierce King said. 

King Sha and him are both suitors of Liu Qiongyan. 



However, they agreed on fair competition. 

Seeing that King Sha hadn't arrived at this moment, King Fierce was a little puzzled. 

"Perhaps it was delayed because of something." Huang Nidao smiled lightly. 

At this moment, a voice sounded. 

"Huang Nidao, I didn't expect you to come here too." 

Hearing this voice, Huang Nidao looked around. 

A stalwart young man came from the sky. 

This man, with a sturdy figure, with muscular muscles, showed a rocky grayish white on the surface of 

his skin, with an immortal texture. 

He was wearing an extremely primitive stone armor, which even looked a little tattered. 

It is doubtful whether this stone armor has defensive power. 

Seeing this person, Huang Nidao was also surprised. 

"Little Stone Emperor, I didn't expect you to come too." 

This young man in stone armor is no one else. 

Surprisingly, he is the heir of the Stone Emperor of the Holy Spirit Island, Little Stone Emperor! 

Little Stone Emperor, also has a big name in Xianyu. 

Like Long Xuanyi, Huang Nidao and others, they are both the second generation of the famous father. 

Their fathers were Shi Huang, Long Teng Ancient Emperor, and Immortal Ancient Emperor. 

One or two, both were the invincible ancient emperor and Dacheng Holy Spirit who were once famous 

in the immortal realm and swept all over the place. 

The strength of Little Stone Emperor is also a mystery. 

Because he was in Xianyu, he had basically never made a move, and he had no record. 

However, some people speculate that Little Stone Emperor is one of the few top-notch evildoers who 

can compare with Emperor Haotian in Xianyu. 

It's just that he hasn't shown the mountains and dews all the time. 

"I'm just here to join in the fun." Little Shi Huang said lightly. 

He didn't come to pursue Fairy Xianling, he just wanted to experience it. 

"It seems that the relationship between the Holy Spirit Island and the Holy Spirit Ruins is really 

extraordinary." 

The fierce king squinted his eyes slightly and looked deeply at the little stone emperor. 



Because of rumors, the stone emperor and the ruins of the Holy Spirit have an unclear relationship. 

There is even a gossip saying that Shi Huang was originally a big man in the Ruins of the Holy Spirit. 

Later, he was alone in the lower realm and integrated many powerful holy spirits to establish the line of 

the Holy Spirit Island. 

Of course, no one knows the specific truth. 

But now, there are no nine-day creatures who dare to discriminate against the little stone emperor. 

Basically regard him as the arrogant of the Holy Spirit Ruins. 

Little Shi Huang just laughed when he heard the words, and said nothing. 

How can ordinary people know the ability of his father Shi Huang. 

"If that's the case, how about practicing together?" Huang Nirvana sent out an invitation. 

It's not that they have a good relationship. 

But they are often compared together. 

After all, they are the second generation of fathers. 

So there is quite a feeling of pity for the same disease. 

"Alright." Little Shi Huang nodded faintly. 

He and Phoenix Nirvana actually have one thing in common. 

That is, they all have a common enemy. 

Jun Xiaoyao! 

The Little Stone Emperor, Huang Nidao, and the Fierce King entered the immortal mausoleum. 

There is a big banquet in the fairy mausoleum. 

Before the opening of Sanxian Cave, Xianling will first banquet the tianjiao from all walks of life. 

All the people in the Xianling Mausoleum are women. 

One by one, they are icy and jade-like, and their graceful looks are a feast for the eyes of many male 

arrogances. 

However, the Xianling Three Vessels, the three most important women of heaven, Liu Qiongyan, Yun 

Tianlai, and Jiang Luoli, did not appear for the first time. 

At this moment, in the depths of the immortal mausoleum, there is a spiritually energetic fairy palace 

within the treasure que. 

A beautifully beautiful, brilliant shadow of Chaoxue, is awkward. 

She is wearing a light blue long dress and a pink gauze, which looks beautiful and beautiful. 



The only thing that remains unchanged is the lively double ponytail bundled with blue silk. 

There is also a height of 1.5 meters. 

On the white jade-like cheeks, a pair of bright eyes seemed to be able to speak. 

The eyelashes are long and the nose is pretty. 

The cheeks are dotted with two shallow pear vortices. 

If that cherry lips curled slightly, it would reveal thousands of cute and playful amorous feelings. 

It's a pity that the woman at the moment has a small mouth. 

"Aunt Xuan, don't talk about it, it's impossible for me to marry that kind of Wang Yan, let him die." 

The woman is not Jiang Luoli, but who else. 

Beside her, stood a beautiful woman with a variety of styles, who was a strong man in the line of Bixiao 

among the three lines of Xianling. 

At the moment  this beautiful woman named Aunt Xuan is also extremely troubled. 

To be honest, if you change to any other nine-day woman, if it is possible to marry the young master of 

Shenshan, she will definitely faint happily. 

After all, regardless of appearance, identity, or strength, Wang Yan was absolutely top in Nine Heavens. 

Few people can compare with it. 

Aunt Xuan originally thought that Jiang Luoli should agree. 

That is also good for their Bi Xiao line. 

In this Three Immortal Cave, Wang Yan's power can also be used to seize the opportunity. 

Who would have thought that Jiang Luoli refused without hesitation. 

"Luo Li, we are doing this for your own good, do you want to watch our Bi Xiao line be suppressed by 

Qiong Xiao line?" 

Aunt Xuan said bitterly. 

Chapter 1373: Luo Li has only one person in one life, and a good show is about to be staged 

"Luo Li is only one person in his life." 

Jiang Luoli had firm eyes and sincere words. 

This is her mind that will never change. 

"I know, what you are referring to should be Jun Xiaoyao of the Xianyu Jun family." 

"Indeed, Aunt Xuan has also heard of some of his deeds. It is indeed very good." 

"But you know, this is nine days." 
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"Human vision, to let go, you should know that there are people outside of people, and there are 

heaven outside of heaven." 

"There has never been a lack of better men in this world, such as Wang Yan." Aunt Xuan said. 

It is said that hearing is false, seeing is believing. 

Jun Xiaoyao's reputation is only in the fairyland. 

Although Jiutian also has the name Jun Xiaoyao, most of them are negative. 

In addition to the nine-day creatures, there is a natural sense of superiority. 

Therefore, for the cultivator of Xianyu, he was naturally somewhat disapproving. 

Of course, Aunt Xuan did not look down upon Jun Xiaoyao, after all, that was the most outstanding 

character in Xianyu. 

However, even the most outstanding character in Xianyu would not be so dazzling if it was nine days. 

For example, Huang Nidao, after nine days, isn't it also very low-key? 

"Aunt Xuan, you don't understand anything at all." Jiang Luoli shook his head. 

If it hadn't been for this Aunt Xuan, she would have taken good care of her. 

Jiang Luoli wanted to curse directly. 

There are people outside of people and people outside of heaven. This should be said to these nine-day 

creatures. 

They didn't even know what kind of character Jun Xiaoyao was. 

Low-key? 

Sorry, there is no such word in Jun Xiaoyao's dictionary. 

Jiang Luoli firmly believes that if Jun Xiaoyao can come for nine days. 

He will definitely slap those so-called nine-day princes! 

"Hey…" 

Aunt Xuan also had a headache when she saw this Jiang Luoli who didn't get in with oil and salt, and she 

was helpless. 

Who made Jiang Luoli inherit the spirit realm of their Bixiao line of ancient fairies? 

And even more cherish the body of Yuan Lingxian. 

If you can get Hunyuan Jindou, help the soul world to practice. 

Jiang Luoli's future achievements are also limitless. 

Even with their Bi Xiao line, they can completely control the overall situation of Xianling. 



at this time. 

A woman with a wide-sleeved cloud gown with an immortal temperament walked in. 

It is Yun Tian Lai. 

"Aunt Xuan, let me persuade you." Yun Tianlai smiled. 

In the fairy tomb, because Qiongxiao's line is too strong. 

As a result, the Bixiao channel and the Yunxiao channel united. 

The relationship between the two veins is actually good. 

"Well, persuade you." 

Aunt Xuan said, and left directly. 

"Sister Yun, you should know that it is impossible for me to marry that Wang Yan." Jiang Luoli said. 

Nine days after being led, Yun Tianlai also took good care of her. 

So Jiang Luoli also called her sister Yun. 

"I know what abilities the Lord Jun has, after all, he has done a great job in Xianyu." Yun Tianlai sighed. 

Lead your own forces and destroy an ancient royal family. 

This is indeed a major event. 

Although the Sun God Mountain may not be regarded as a powerful immortal force from the 

perspective of the Jiutian Forbidden Zone. 

But this was destroyed by the ability of Jun Xiaoyao alone. 

Just ask Tianjiao in the Jiutian Forbidden Zone. 

Who can destroy an ancient royal family without relying on the restricted area behind him? 

No one can do it. 

Even Wang Yan is absolutely impossible. 

From here, we can see the gap between these Jiu Tian Jiao Zi and Jun Xiaoyao. 

Wang Yan and others are at best the top evildoers. 

As for Jun Xiaoyao, he has already begun to grow into a generation of heroes. 

"What big thing did Brother Xiaoyao do?" 

As soon as he mentioned about Jun Xiaoyao, Jiang Luoli came to his mind, blinking with big eyes, very 

curious. 

"You..." Yun Tianlai laughed. 



She also briefly said something about Jun Xiaoyao. 

There is also news that Jun Xiaoyao is going to go to nine days. 

After hearing the news, Jiang Luoli was extremely happy, and the sweetness and happiness in his heart 

almost overflowed! 

"Sure enough, Brother Xiaoyao loves me the most." Jiang Luoli was delighted and moved. 

After learning that she might be forced to marry someone, Jun Xiaoyao immediately decided to go for 

nine days. 

And he was alone. 

This was absolutely touching for a little fairy like Jiang Luoli who had a girlish heart. 

"So this time, there may be a good show to be staged." Yun Tianlai said. 

She has this hunch. 

Those nine-day princes with superior personalities will usher in a cold reality. 

Soon, Yun Tianlai walked out of the palace with Jiang Luoli. 

This made Aunt Xuan who was waiting outside a bit stunned. 

Is this brain-opening? 

Especially now, the corners of Jiang Luoli's lips are slightly raised, as cute as a kitten's mouth. 

It has only been a while before and after, has there been such a big change in mentality? 

Aunt Xuan was suspicious. 

But she didn't think too much, as long as Jiang Luoli wanted to open it. 

Jiang Luoli was overjoyed and didn't explain anything. 

She knew that the hero in her heart would come to save her, and that was enough. 

Jiang Luoli and Yun Tianlai also appeared at the banquet. 

Immediately aroused the surprise and attention of all parties. 

"Hey, those two are the two fairies from the Bixiao line and the Yunxiao line, they are really all the 

beauty of the sky, choose one from a million." 

For these Nine Heavens Prouds, Yun Tianlai is a bit familiar, after all, she is the Nine Heavens Proud Girl. 

And Jiang Luoli really amazed a group of people. 

Although she is not very tall and slender, she wins because she is charming and playful, she is beautiful, 

and she is like an elf. 

And although her height has not changed, her development is still normal. 



The body is exquisite, the curvature is full, and it is matched with the beautiful face of the young and 

young teeth, which definitely has a different kind of charm. 

Immediately made many Jiu Tian Jiao Zi look straight. 

"Is that Jiang Luoli? Although he came from the fairyland, his temperament and appearance are not 

weaker than any Jiutianjiao girl." 

"Yeah, and now, she is still a baby of Bixiao's line. If anyone marries her, he will immediately be the son 

of Xianling." 

"But how did I hear that she has a deep relationship with the **** son of the Xianyu Jun family..." 

When it comes to Jun Xiaoyao, the atmosphere in the audience becomes a little strange. 

After all, Jun Xiaoyao is now the most well-known Tianjiao of the Immortal Realm in Nine Heavens. 

And the famous way is also very special. 

Because he was Xianyu, the only person who dared to kill the Taboo family, and he was not afraid of the 

so-called forbidden zone. 

What made Jun Xiaoyao even more famous was naturally the Nine Heavens on Zhuxian Sword, and the 

Three Swords severely inflicted three major taboo families, and shocked the major forbidden areas. 

Because of these events, these nine-day creatures instinctively have a kind of disgust and disgust 

towards Jun Xiaoyao. 

It is believed that Jun Xiaoyao challenged the supremacy of the nine-day creatures. 

And at a banquet. 

The Fierce King, Huang Nidao, and Little Stone Emperor all looked at Jiang Luoli in the distance. 

"I remember, she looks like Jun Xiaoyao's woman, but she is showing up now, is she going to choose 

another husband and son?" 

The emperor Xiaoshi picked up the wine and played with the taste. 

He and Jun Xiaoyao also have great feuds. 

At the beginning, Xiaoshihuang sent someone to the Yaochi Holy Land to obtain the nine-aperture holy 

spirit stone fetus from Jiang Shengyi. 

After all, the stone fetus was of great help to him. 

In the end, was distracted by Jun Xiaoyao. 

His followers, the Bone Girl, and the companion holy beast, the purple-gold holy unicorn, have all fallen. 

But at that time, the little stone emperor was in retreat, so he didn't go to find Jun Xiaoyao. 

When I left the customs later, I went straight for nine days. 

Therefore, Xiao Shi Huang has not yet reported this grudge. 



"If that's the case, then it will be interesting. I really want to see what Jun Xiaoyao's face would be like?" 

Phoenix Nirvana is also a little gloating. 

After all, he and Jun Xiaoyao are also in conflict. 

In the virtual world, he suffered a great loss. 

"It's a pretty good woman, but Wang Yan's goal should not be so simple to get her." 

If the fierce king has deep meaning. 

Chapter 1374: Qiongxiao 1 pulse, Liu Qiongyan, Wang Yan appeared 

To be honest, Tianjiao who has reached their level of realm. 

Rarely will be tempted by beauty. 

Not to mention a character like Wang Yan. 

If he wants a woman, there are a lot of heavenly proud daughters in Nine Heavens, who are willing to 

form a companion with him. 

So the fierce king thinks. 

The reason why Wang Yan pursued Jiang Luoli so much was definitely not just because of Jiang Luoli's 

looks. 

And the biggest reason was probably the Yuanling Immortal body that Jiang Luoli was carrying. 

After all, this kind of physique is extremely special, not only capable of refining and vomiting heaven and 

earth aura very quickly. 

Even the legendary fairy qi, or the matter of the fairy path, can be easily refined at will. 

And it is a supreme auxiliary physique. 

If you do double cultivation with people, the effect will definitely not be weaker than the constitution of 

the world's first furnace cauldron, which is the Lunar Eucharist. 

Not to mention, Jiang Luoli also got the Primordial Spirit Realm, which is more helpful to her physique. 

Therefore, Wang Yan's mind is very deep. 

He would definitely not be the kind of person who would be easily fascinated by beauty. 

"Wang Yan has a good calculation. If he can do double cultivation with this girl, his grand and purple 

aura will definitely be transformed," said the fierce king. 

Huang Nidao and Little Stone Emperor didn't care much. 

As long as it hurts Jun Xiaoyao, they are very happy to see it. 

And at this time. 
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A lazy and **** voice sounded. 

"Sister Luo Li, you still showed up." 

"I thought you would really be tough to the end and refuse Wang Yan's help." 

With the voice falling. 

A very charming and **** woman, walking in the rain of red flowers in the sky. 

The woman who appeared was the fairy Liu Qiongyan from Qiongxiao's line. 

She has a flame-red hair, soft and shiny, casually draped over the fragrant shoulders, which is quite lazy 

and sexy. 

A snow-white cheek is also very delicate, especially the bright red lips, which is very attractive. 

The figure is also excellent, full and slender waist. 

Under the red skirt, the two slender and smooth legs that are looming are also very eye-catching. 

It can be said that this is a **** and attractive woman like a rose. 

It's no wonder that there will be so many nine-day princes who bow down under her red pomegranate 

skirt. 

Seeing Liu Qiongyan appeared, Jiang Luoli wrinkled her nose, and a look of impatience flashed in her big 

eyes. 

Since coming to Xianling, Liu Qiongyan has always targeted and made things difficult for her. 

If it were not for Yun Tianlai and Aunt Xuan to protect her, she would definitely be bullied by the woman 

Liu Qiongyan. 

But Liu Qiongyan is more than just a beautiful vase. 

As a fairy in Qiongxiao's line, she is also ranked twelfth in the Nine Heavens Dragon and Phoenix 

Rankings. 

It can be said that the appearance and strength are on par. 

No wonder there are so many ministers under the skirt. 

"What's your business?" 

Jiang Luoli had a pair of lotus root arms around his chest. 

She believed that Jun Xiaoyao would come, but she was not sure when, so she didn't explain much. 

But in Liu Qiongyan's view, it was a compromise. 

"It's nothing, it's just a sigh." 

"Before Sister Luo Li, a loyal and virgin woman, she still had to compromise and accept Wang Yan's 

help." 



This makes Liu Qiongyan feel a little pity. 

She would rather see Jiang Luoli reject Wang Yan's help. 

After all, Wang Yan's reputation in Jiutian is still very big. 

Although it is currently only ranked tenth on the Nine Dragons and Phoenix Rankings. 

But there are rumors that Wang Yan has no intention of competing for the rankings. 

Had it not been for the powerhouse of Emperor Meteorite Mountain to ask Wang Yan to give it a try, he 

would not even have the intention of being on the list. 

And Wang Yan, casually, easily ranked tenth on the Nine Heavens Dragon and Phoenix Rankings. 

It can be seen that his own strength is definitely not that simple. 

If Wang Yan really helped Jiang Luoli, Liu Qiongyan would have to pay attention. 

"Hmph, did I say to let Wang Yan help me?" Jiang Luoli snorted coldly. 

"Oh, what Sister Luo Li meant, is it to ask your old friend in Xianyu to be good, the **** son of the Jun 

family to help?" 

"Not to mention whether he has the ability to help you in nine days." 

"Just ask him now, dare to go for nine days, you know, there are more than one or two people who are 

unhappy with him." 

Liu Qiongyan had never seen Jun Xiaoyao, and didn't know how strong Jun Xiaoyao was. 

But in her opinion, even Tianjiao, one of the best in Xianyu, would have to act low-key if it comes to nine 

days. 

This is an iron law. 

"you……" 

Jiang Luoli's pretty eyes immediately felt a little chill. 

It's okay to make things difficult for her. 

But to belittle Jun Xiaoyao is absolutely not allowed by Jiang Luoli. 

Her man is the strongest existence in the world! 

Seeing Jiang Luoli's chill, Liu Qiongyan chuckled lightly. 

"Why, are you not convinced, but the fact is like this, I have a lot of allies." 

"Of the four little kings of the Beast Cave, two of them are willing to help me." 

"There are also two brothers Huang and Shi." 

Liu Qiongyan said, looking at the fierce king and others. 



The Fierce King, Huang Nidao, and Little Stone Emperor also came along. 

Liu Qiongyan took a look, frowned slightly and said, "Has King Sha not come yet?" 

"No, maybe it was delayed by something, but when he came, it was just icing on the cake." 

The fierce king looked at Jiang Luoli and showed a sneer. 

Jiang Luoli's face was not so good. 

Although she hates Liu Qiongyan. 

But I have to say that this Liu Qiongyan is really a social flower, playing a group of powerful Tianjiao in 

the palm of his hand. 

The fierce king and the evil king are all famous Tianjiao, and they are among the top fifteen existences 

on the Nine Heavens Dragon and Phoenix Rankings. 

However, Jiang Luoli was not discouraged either. 

She believes that if Jun Xiaoyao arrives. 

Enough to settle everything. 

At the moment the atmosphere is a bit stagnant. 

Two fairy-like characters vie for each other. 

Some Tianjiao around are also staggering. 

"It seems that the contradiction between the three veins of Xianling is already deep." 

"Finally, it depends on who can get the legendary Hunyuan Jindou, who can control the right to speak." 

"But Fairy Liu Qiongyan has too many helpers, two of the four little kings of the Beast Cave are willing to 

help her." 

"On the other hand, Jiang Luoli, if he refuses Wang Yan again, then it is really impossible to get the 

Hunyuan Jindou." 

Someone is analyzing the situation. 

And at this moment. 

Suddenly, there was purple clouds all over the sky. 

The mighty purple air permeated, with a sense of harmony. 

Purple Qi is coming from the east, 30,000 li mighty! 

Looking at the purple gas like a purple galaxy. 

Everyone present was shocked. 

There was also a solemn look in the eyes of the fierce king. 



"Brother, that's..." Huang Nidao said. 

"he came." 

The fierce king, one of the four little kings of the animal cave , the expression at this moment is rare and 

solemn. 

Everyone's eyes converged at this moment. 

Purple clouds are permeating. 

A purple sun descended here. 

In the purple sun, a vague figure emerged, overwhelming the world, with extraordinary momentum. 

The purple air falls like a waterfall, and the breath is amazing. 

And the vague figure in it is very slender, with a sense of detachment. 

It's just that no one can see his face clearly, as if standing at the end of the world. 

"Wang Yan!" 

Everyone present was shocked. 

The person who appeared was the young master of the Emperor's Meteorite Mountain, Wang Yan! 

Chapter 1375: The King of Sha pulls the cart, Liu Qiongyan’s embarrassment, the master comes 

Wang Yan is the true top evildoer in Nine Heavens. 

In terms of status, it is equivalent to the level of Emperor Xiaoyao and Emperor Haotian. 

"Luo Li, who made you unhappy again?" 

In the purple sun, Wang Yan's voice came. 

It is different from the powerful Tianjiao imagined. 

Wang Yan's voice was very peaceful, which made people feel at ease. 

In fact, this kind of character is more dangerous than the kind of talented arrogant. 

"Am I familiar with you? Don't call me that, it's easy to misunderstand." Jiang Luoli's tone was cold. 

The attitude towards Wang Yan is no different from that of any stranger. 

This is a lot of Tianjiao shook his head. 

In Jiu Tian, only Jiang Luoli dared to treat Wang Yan with such a cold and perfunctory attitude. 

"Heh, if you are not happy, then call Miss Jiang." Wang Yan smiled faintly. 

When everyone heard this, they also admired Wang Yan's tolerance. 

This actually made Jiang Luoli frowned. 
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If Wang Yan is the kind of very domineering person, she would be more likely to refuse. 

On the contrary, now, this dog-skin plaster-like attitude makes her unable to shake it off, which is very 

annoying. 

Wang Yan turned to look at Liu Qiongyan and said. 

"Miss Liu, in order to help Ms. Jiang this time, I won't keep my hand." 

Facing Wang Yan, Liu Qiongyan did not despise it in the slightest. 

She just showed an innocent look. 

"Young Master Wang Yan, he will turn his heart to the bright moon, but if the bright moon shines on the 

ditch, it also depends on whether Sister Luo Li is willing to accept your help." 

"It's just a pity that Young Master Wang Yan was truly disappointed." 

On Liu Qiongyan's side, although there was help from the fierce king and others. 

But if it is against Wang Yan, it is really hard to say what the result will be. 

Therefore, if there is a slight possibility, she does not want Wang Yan to help Jiang Luoli. 

"Hehe, I believe Ms. Jiang will want to open it. After all, she used to live in the fairyland, so her vision is 

always limited." 

Wang Yan's words were secretly targeted. 

That is to say, Jiang Luoli lived in the fairyland before and had a low vision. 

That's why I was fascinated by the fairyland Tianjiao of Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Wang Yan, you..." 

Jiang Luoli hated Wang Yan as much as Liu Qiongyan. 

"Hey, if that's the case, then we can only offend Young Master Wang Yan." Liu Qiongyan sighed with her 

eyebrows lowered and her eyes closed. 

At this time, in the depths of the fairy mausoleum, suddenly there was a spiritual light, and the fairy 

radiance was surging. 

Dao sound roared, echoing between heaven and earth. 

"Sanxian Cave is about to open!" 

Everyone present was refreshed. 

Although not everyone is eligible to enter it. 

But this Sanxian Cave is essentially a collision of the Nine Heavens Proud Son. 

"Brother Xiaoyao..." 



There was a touch of longing in Jiang Luoli's big eyes. 

She came alone for nine days and experienced many grievances and loneliness, but she did not give up. 

She is no longer the one she was before, the jewel in the palm of the greenhouse. 

But now, she really wanted to see Jun Xiaoyao coming. 

It's not that I want to rely on Jun Xiaoyao or something. 

Just want to see him. 

Rumble! 

At this moment, a terrifying evil spirit suddenly surged in the distance. 

Many people turned their eyes, showing surprise in their eyes. 

"Oh, is he finally here?" 

The fierce king turned his gaze away, his expression faint. 

That terrifying evil spirit is impossible for anyone except Sha King to possess. 

Wang Yan cast his gaze lightly, very calm. 

For him, even in the face of the Fierce King and the Sha King, he was still calm. 

The faces of Jiang Luoli and Yun Tianlai were not very pretty. 

The arrival of King Sha undoubtedly made Liu Qiongyan's camp even more powerful. 

Liu Qiongyan also moved Lianbu lightly, stepping forward to greet her, with a charming smile on her 

face. 

"It's a little late for those who came down to the Lord Sha." 

Not far away, a strange animal covered in blood-colored hair appeared, resembling a tiger. 

It is nine feet long, and its fangs are as sharp as saber teeth. 

He was surrounded by **** and fierce aura, fierce and mighty. 

It is 梼杌! 

"Huh? How did the fourth child sacrifice his body?" The fierce king frowned slightly. 

But the next moment. 

The expressions of all Tianjiao present were dull for an instant, filled with a thick color of astonishment. 

Because they saw the Sha King who showed his body, with a rein wrapped around his body. 

A gorgeous car was pulled behind. 

On the chariot, sat a detached figure shrouded in immortal light, like a deceased immortal. 



This scene seems to be the gods driving the fierce beasts, cruising in the lower realms! 

"This...what the **** is going on here?" 

"That one is definitely King Sha, but why is he pulling the cart?" 

"I'm not mistaken, the Sha, one of the four little kings of Tangtang Beast Cave, is pulling the cart for 

others?" 

All the Tianjiao present, the eyes were staring out, the scalp was numb, and the mind buzzed. 

That's a beast cave, one of the ten restricted areas in the nine days. 

Moreover, it is a forbidden area established by the line of Primordial Fierce Beasts, with a fierce 

reputation. 

In the past turmoil, there have been endless killings. 

This is the restricted area with the most fierce reputation. 

It is precisely because of this, let alone the general nine-day creatures. 

Even Tianjiao in other restricted areas is not willing to conflict with the Beast Den. 

Now, what did they see? 

King Sha, one of the four little kings of the Beast Cave, is acting as a beast to pull a cart for people! 

This is definitely the biggest humiliation to the animal cave! 

Liu Qiongyan's charming and flowery cheeks suddenly stiffened, a little green. 

King Sha is also one of her suitors. 

Now he is regarded as a beast pulling a cart. 

Isn't that indirectly talking about her being pursued by a beast? 

This made Liu Qiongyan's snow-white cheeks glow with blue, and there was a sense of shame. 

"Who is the man who can let King Sha pull the cart?" 

Everyone's eyes all turned to the figure sitting leisurely on the chariot. 

Jiang Luoli looked at it wonderfully, with a glance at Ten Thousand Years. 

"Luo Li, I am not late." 

There was a gentle smile on Jun Xiaoyao's face. 

"Brother Xiaoyao..." 

There were crystal tears in the corners of Jiang Luoli's eyes. 

She and Jun Xiaoyao have not been separated for a long time. 



But Jiang Luoli felt like living a year, as if she had passed three lives. 

Seeing the long-lost figure, Jiang Luoli rushed towards Jun Xiaoyao like a swallow returning home. 

This scene made many people look stupid. 

After all, just now, Jiang Luoli still ignored Wang Yan and other characters. 

As a result, he took the initiative to throw himself into the arms of a man. 

"It's him, he is that Jun Xiaoyao!" 

"It's really Jun Xiaoyao, he really dares to come for nine days!" 

After knowing the identity of Jun Xiaoyao, the audience was in an uproar! 

After all, after experiencing the Zhu Xianjian incident. 

Jun Xiaoyao became famous in nine days. 

I don't know how many nine-day princes want to suppress him. 

As a result, Jun Xiaoyao took the initiative to come to Jiutian instead. 

"Jun Xiaoyao..." 

Seeing Jiang Luoli throwing into Jun Xiaoyao's arms, Wang Yan's expression carried a faint coldness. 

It's not that he really likes Jiang Luoli. 

The fierce king guessed right, he really wanted to marry Jiang Luoli because of her soul immortal body. 

Yuan Ling's fairy body is a great help to the grand purple aura he is carrying so he must get Jiang Luoli. 

On the other hand, the fierce king's face was extremely gloomy, with a fierce color in his eyes. 

"King Sha, you are..." 

The fierce king looked at the sha king. 

One of the four little kings of Tangtang Beast Cave, was used as a cart pulling livestock. 

This simply humiliated the beast den's face. 

And the fierce king, who was one of the four little kings alongside the sha king, was also dragged down 

to the level of a beast? 

"King fierce, save me." 

Sha Wang can only say that. 

It is impossible for him to say in front of everyone that he was suppressed by Jun Xiaoyao with three 

moves. 

That will undoubtedly be even more embarrassing. 



Chapter 1376: Jiang Luoli's sharp teeth, the 3 fairy cave trial opens 

"The Sha King was actually suppressed by Jun Xiaoyao, how strong is Jun Xiaoyao?" 

"I heard that he has the title of the first person in the young generation of Xianyu." 

"What about the first person, it's nine days here, and it hasn't been a turn for an Immortal Tianjiao to be 

presumptuous here." 

Many Tianjiao around are whispering. 

However, most people hold a disapproving attitude towards Jun Xiaoyao. 

This is the attitude of the nine-day creatures, born with them, and supreme. 

At this moment, Jiang Luoli completely ignored other people's gazes and nestled in Jun Xiaoyao's arms. 

Jiang Luoli felt extremely happy when Jun Xiaoyao came to look for her for nine days in person. 

On the other hand, Aunt Xuan's face was not so pretty. 

She believes that Wang Yan is Jiang Luoli's good match. 

Moreover, Wang Yan is backed by Emperor Meteorite Mountain after all. 

Although the forces behind Jun Xiaoyao were also extremely terrifying, they were not in the nine-day 

restricted zone after all, and they did not belong to the same camp. 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't care about the eyes of others. 

He stretched out his hand and rubbed Jiang Luoli's head. 

"Sorry, Brother Xiaoyao, I caused you trouble." 

Jiang Luoli blamed herself a little. 

Jun Xiaoyao should also be very busy and has his own business. 

But still for her business, took time to come for nine days. 

Moreover, to Jun Xiaoyao, Jiu Tian was also a place full of hostility. 

Jiang Luoli was really moved. 

"Fool, why bother to blame yourself, your business can't be called trouble to me." Jun Xiaoyao smiled 

faintly. 

"Brother Xiaoyao..." 

When Jiang Luoli heard the words, the love in her eyes couldn't melt away even more. 

Had it not been for a public occasion, she would have given a kiss long ago. 

However, it is not yet for the two to renew their past. 

An extremely cold voice broke this kind of warmth. 
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"You are that Jun Xiaoyao, you dare to come alone for a few days, and now you don't care about the 

others and let the Sha King go." 

Those who speak, are naturally the fierce king. 

Jun Xiaoyao raised his eyes and looked at it lightly. 

A glance at the fierce king and others. 

"Huang Nidao, you are here, and you, presumably the little stone emperor from the Holy Spirit Island." 

Jun Xiaoyao turned a blind eye to the warning from the fierce king. 

Instead, he looked at Huang Nidao and Little Stone Emperor. 

Huang Nidao's expression was extremely unnatural, and he couldn't imagine that Yuanjialu was narrow, 

and he could meet Jun Xiaoyao here. 

He had suffered a big loss in Jun Xiaoyao's hands, and knew what Jun Xiaoyao was capable of, so he 

didn't say much. 

On the contrary, it was Xiao Shi Huang. 

This was the first time he saw Jun Xiaoyao. 

So there is no fear in my heart, even a kind of eagerness to try. 

But he also has this kind of confidence and strength. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, it just so happens that you and I still have a grudge in the Yaochi Holy Land. It seems that it 

can be resolved today." 

The Little Stone Emperor was wearing a simple and tattered stone armor, and he did not look very good. 

But there is a special air machine. 

Obviously, this Shi Huang's son is not easy to follow. 

"Dare to pay attention to Sister Shengyi's Jiuqiao Holy Spirit stone fetus, I can only say that you are 

looking for abuse yourself." Jun Xiaoyao said calmly. 

"very good……" 

Emperor Xiaoshi calmed down his anger. 

When the Sanxian Cave opens, he will naturally fight Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, haven't you heard me?" 

When the fierce king saw Jun Xiaoyao ignoring him, he said in a cold voice. 

Jun Xiaoyao said to Jiang Luoli: "Have you heard the dog barking?" 

Jiang Luoli's small face was also dazed, and then he laughed out loud. 



Her laughter resounded like a silver bell. 

The surrounding Tianjiao didn't dare to laugh, but showed cold sweat. 

Dare to ridicule the fierce king as a dog, this is simply! 

"Jun Xiaoyao!" 

The fierce king ascended to a horrible fierce and hostile meaning, it was like the great fierce awakening 

of the ancient times, and he wanted to swallow all the blood. 

Qiongqi is a bloodthirsty beast. 

"King fierce, please calm down your anger, and the Sanxian Cave will be opened soon." Liu Qiongyan 

admonished. 

She turned to look at Jun Xiaoyao, and a faint surprise flashed through her eyes. 

Seriously, Liu Qiongyan has seen too many men. 

But Jun Xiaoyao, let's not talk about the strength. 

The temperament and appearance are definitely full. 

The arrival of the talented Wang Yan has become the center of the world, attracting everyone's 

attention. 

But now, Jun Xiaoyao is here. 

It seemed that all the brilliance between heaven and earth was concentrated on him. 

She now understands why Jiang Luoli is so infatuated. 

After all, such a man, even if he just looks at it every day, is a kind of pleasant enjoyment. 

Liu Qiongyan even began to think about whether it is possible to **** Jun Xiaoyao from Jiang Luoli. 

After all, even if it is just placed as a vase, it is very eye-catching. 

If Jun Xiaoyao knew Liu Qiongyan's thoughts, he would be speechless. 

This is the first time anyone has treated him as a vase. 

Although appearance is also part of his strength, Jun Xiaoyao's current fame is not just because of his 

face. 

"He is a humble cultivator of the Immortal Realm, is he eligible to participate in the Three Immortal 

Cave?" 

Because of Liu Qiongyan's advice, the fierce king temporarily suppressed his anger, but he still said 

coldly. 

With these words, Huang Nidao lying on the side was shot, and his face was extremely embarrassed. 

He also seems to be from Xianyu. 



As for Xiao Shi Huang, his face was expressionless. 

He didn't regard himself as a creature of Xianyu. 

After all, there were rumors before that Shi Huang himself was a big-time figure in the Ruins of the Holy 

Spirit. 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't say anything, but Jiang Luoli choked back: "Sanxian Cave, you can let your Daoists or 

suitors participate together." 

"Brother Xiaoyao is my Taoist companion, why is he not eligible to participate?" 

"Besides, you look down on the cultivator of the fairyland, then I am also a cultivator of the fairyland, 

you insult me, that is, insult the Bixiao line, that is, insult the immortal mausoleum." 

"It's you who should go, oh no, I almost forgot, you are not a human at all." 

Jiang Luoli's remarks directly caused the vicious Qi Qiao to smoke and almost ran away. 

"Luo Li, you..." 

Jun Xiaoyao laughed slightly. 

He also knew that Jiang Luoli was savvy. 

Few people can win a fight with her. 

"Okay, stop the clamor, Sanxian Cave will open immediately, ready to be tested." 

A female monk in Xianling appeared and said. 

She also took a deep look at Jun Xiaoyao, but she didn't say much. 

"Is he all right?" 

Aunt Xuan was still a little hesitant. 

If Wang Yan is not happy because of Jun Xiaoyao. 

When Wang Yan does not help, the situation may change. 

Wang Yan, wrapped in the purple sun, said nothing Jun Xiaoyao looked at Wang Yan, and the two looked 

at each other. 

"There is something, but I want to hit my woman's attention in this way, but it's not enough." 

Jun Xiaoyao's expression was indifferent and calm, and he thought to himself. 

Soon, those who were eligible to participate in the Sanxian Cave opportunity were taken to an ancestral 

land deep in the Xianling. 

Here is even more immortal, with radiant splendor and thousands of Rui Cai. 

And in the mist of enchanting fairy. 



A hazy ancient Lingshan emerged. 

At the foot of the ancient mountain range, there are three caves that are extremely deep and emit a 

wave of spatial fluctuations. 

Obviously, there must be a place like a small world. 

And Xianling's fairy tool, Hunyuan Jindou, was in it, waiting for someone who could control it to appear. 

Chapter 1377: 3The small world in the fairy cave, the material breath of the fairy road 

Lingshan is hazy and misty. 

The three openings are extremely deep, like a gateway to other small worlds. 

This is an ancestral land of Xianling, very old. 

It takes a certain time and opportunity to open. 

There are many opportunities, but also many risks. 

It is precisely because of this that Xianling will allow some outside talents to also enter the experience. 

The purpose is to share the risk. 

"Well, the three holes belong to the three channels, and whoever gets the chance depends on their 

abilities." 

The female powerhouse in Xianling said. 

Liu Qiongyan, Yun Tianlai, and Jiang Luoli are divided into three groups. 

From the corner of his eyes, Jun Xiaoyao looked towards Yun Tianlai. 

Found that Yun Tianlai was accompanied by a young male Tianjiao. 

One of the young men in golden costumes has a very unique temperament. 

He looked at Jun Xiaoyao with a faint hostility and scrutiny. 

"Luo Li, he is..." 

Jun Xiaoyao whispered. 

"He is the Third Young Master of the Sea of Reincarnation." Jiang Luoli said. 

She has been in Nine Heavens for so long, and she has some understanding of the pattern of some Nine 

Heavens. 

"The Sea of Reincarnation..." 

Jun Xiaoyao muttered to himself 

This is also a rather mysterious and powerful forbidden zone. 
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"The Third Young Master of the Sea of Reincarnation seems to have a faint hostility towards me." Jun 

Xiaoyao said. 

He wasn't afraid of anything. 

Just a little confused. 

He and the Reincarnation Sea in the restricted area seem to have no intersection. 

Jiang Luoli rolled her eyes and said, "Oh, yes, I have heard some news." 

"A certain supreme being in the sea of reincarnation seems to have been severely wounded by Emperor 

Wushu, and has been sleeping all the time." 

"This also led to the sea of reincarnation, and to this day, it has been keeping a low profile." 

"It turned out to be so." 

Jun Xiaoyao instantly understood the hostility of the Samsara Sea Three Young Masters. 

After all, the identity of the descendant of Emperor Jun Xiaoyao is no longer a secret. 

The Young Master of Samsara Sea was hostile to him, and it was normal. 

Jun Xiaoyao is still the descendant of the Great Emperor Luangu, and the Ruins of the Holy Spirit, who 

had been grudges against Luangu, is also hostile to him. 

The emperor of the Ruins of the Holy Spirit also said publicly that he would personally go to Xianyu to 

suppress Jun Xiaoyao. 

But Jun Xiaoyao didn't care about these. 

Because he came to Nine Heavens this time, he was going to push all Nine Heavens Proud Son 

horizontally and suppress all dissatisfaction. 

Subsequently, Jun Xiaoyao and others were also preparing to enter Sanxian Cave. 

At this time, Wang Yan stepped forward and looked at Jiang Luoli. 

"Miss Jiang, I know you still misunderstand me, but I will let you know who is the best choice." 

"Next in Sanxian Cave, I will prove to you that I am your best candidate for Taoist companion." 

Wang Yan said, looking at Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Your name, I have also heard of it." 

"It's the man who made a bet, whoever can help Miss Jiang get a golden battle, whoever can have her." 

Wang Yan was gentle and gentle. 

But in the words, there are sharp thorns. 

When Jiang Luoli heard the words, her angry little face turned blue. 



This makes sense, what if you make Jun Xiaoyao misunderstand her and create a gap with her? 

Jun Xiaoyao couldn't help laughing when he heard the words. 

Looking at Wang Yan with a foolish look. 

"Originally thought that you, the young master of the sacred mountain, should also be a person, but I 

didn't expect it to be an idiot." 

"Jun Xiaoyao, you passed..." 

Wang Yan's tone also became cold. 

This is the first time he has been scolded as an idiot in person. 

Jun Xiaoyao said coldly. 

"First, Luo Li is not a bargaining chip for gambling in my eyes." 

"Secondly, Luo Li is my woman, why should I compare it to a fool like you?" 

As Jun Xiaoyao said, he took Jiang Luoli's fragrant shoulders. 

Jiang Luoli's heart throbbed. 

You know, Jun Xiaoyao's temperament has always been calm and gentle, and he is very indifferent to 

everything and doesn't care. 

But now, Jun Xiaoyao gave birth to a little sorrow for her. 

This has proved her position in Jun Xiaoyao's heart. 

"Okay, Jun Xiaoyao, then just use facts to prove who is more capable." Wang Yan's expression was as 

cold as frost. 

He first stepped into the cave and did not walk with Jiang Luoli. 

He wants to find Hunyuan Jindou alone. 

Then when the time comes, let Jiang Luoli beg him to hand it over. 

After Wang Yan left, Jiang Luoli took Jun Xiaoyao's hand, her small face was touched, and there was a 

hint of anxiety. 

"Brother Xiaoyao, don't mind, I really hate Wang Yan, but he is like a dog skin plaster and can't be 

shaken off." 

Jiang Luoli explained that he was afraid of Jun Xiaoyao's misunderstanding. 

After all, no man wants to see her own woman being courted by other men. 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't care, rubbing Jiang Luoli's little head. 

"Why would I mind? This proves the charm of my family's Luo Li." 



A truly good man will not worry about his own woman. 

Being a man is so good that no other man is outdated. 

Then, he stood at the top of the pyramid worshipped by all women. 

And Jun Xiaoyao was the only man standing at the top. 

Hearing Jun Xiaoyao's words, Jiang Luoli's heart was about to melt, and her eyes were very watery and 

moist. 

"Hey, sister Luo Li, there is still time to flirt and scold, let's see who can win in the end." 

Liu Qiongyan said, but her tone was faintly sour. 

Seeing Jiang Luoli being petted, she felt a little upset. 

Not to mention that the camp on his side was not Qiongqi, Divine Phoenix, or Stone Man. 

Damn, there is no human being. 

But thinking about it, Liu Qiongyan still needs help from the King and others. 

The Fierce King, Xiao Shi Huang and others all cast a cold look at Jun Xiaoyao. 

Obviously, the next Sanxian Cave will not be too peaceful. 

After that, the three parties all walked to a cave. 

At this time, above the ancient Lingshan, the mist dissipated, and an illusory scene emerged. 

It can reflect the scene in Sanxian Cave. 

On the periphery, everyone is paying attention. 

This time, the Three Immortal Caves are related to the pattern of immortal mausoleums. 

Aunt Xuan in Bi Xiao's line also squeezed her jade hand, her heart was both nervous and hopeful. 

Jun Xiaoyao and Jiang Luoli entered the Sanxian Cave. 

After a period of spatial fluctuations. 

Suddenly, his eyes opened up. 

Looking at it, it really is a small world. 

This small world is very peculiar and has no earth. 

Mountain peaks, suspended in the void, rained down and filled with immortality. 

The old medicine grows between the cliffs, exuding a fragrant fragrance that refreshes the heart and the 

spleen. 

This is indeed a rare blessed land, worthy of being the ancestral land of the forbidden area. 



But Jun Xiaoyao's eyes showed a strange color. 

Because he faintly felt a familiar breath. 

"Santa Material..." 

Jun Xiaoyao thought in his heart that he had obtained some immortal substances from Yaoling 

Mountain. 

But the amount is too small to be enough. 

It now appears that there should and may be immortal matter in the depths of the ancestral land of the 

Three Immortals Cave. 

After all, Xianling is one of the nine-day restricted areas. 

If it has ever been, it has also participated in the turmoil related to that "door". 

It is excusable to be able to get some immortal materials. 

"Luo Li, let's go." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

If you can really find more immortal substances. 

Na Jun Xiaoyao can directly make a breakthrough and reach a higher realm. 

Chapter 1378: Samsara Sea 3 Young Master Xuanmo, provoking and finding faults, finding mistakes... 

Inside the Sanxian Cave is an extremely vast small world. 

The elixir was everywhere, and Seocho spit the clouds. 

Of course, it is also full of dangers. 

For example, in a certain place, there is a ruined formation, which is enough to instantly obliterate the 

general Tianzun. 

There are also some places, there are muddy ground, soul eater and so on. 

Even, there are many terrifying monsters. 

And they are all alien species with extremely old bloodlines. 

Coupled with the superior world environment like Sanxiandong, the strength of these alien beasts is 

even more terrifying than the outside world. 

It can be said that this trial, even for Jiu Tian Jiao Zi, is definitely not a simple and easy thing. 

However, in this trial, there is one who is the most relaxed. 

It's Jiang Luoli. 

She followed Jun Xiaoyao almost like a walk outing. 

There is no obstacle to stop Jun Xiaoyao's footsteps. 
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Many strange beasts, Jun Xiaoyao wiped out. 

The terrifying killing array, Jun Xiaoyao stomped and destroyed it. 

Not to mention Jiang Luoli who was following, even Jun Xiaoyao himself was extremely relaxed. 

"Brother Xiaoyao, this is a trial after all. Isn't it too easy for Luo Li to do this?" 

Jiang Luoli felt embarrassed herself. 

This is not a trial at all, but an outing. 

"Luo Li, the only thing you have to do is to control the golden bucket of Hunyuan, and leave the rest to 

me." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

Although Jiang Luoli is no longer a flower in the greenhouse. 

But it is only natural for a man to protect his own woman. 

Not to mention that Jiang Luoli's soft and cute girlfriend can arouse people's desire for protection. 

Inappropriately speaking, Jun Xiaoyao is like an old father petting his daughter. 

"Eh heh..." Jiang Luoli felt a little embarrassed, but there was also a kind of overflowing happiness. 

Although compared to before, she has become very independent. 

But this feeling of being cared for is still wonderful after all. 

After a period of time. 

A spatial vortex appeared in front of him. 

"There are three passages in Sanxian Cave. It seems that they will merge together next." Jiang Luoli said. 

"Let's go, it seems that the next trip will not be boring." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

In this Sanxian Cave, there are not a few people who want to attack him. 

Jun Xiaoyao also wanted to practice with these people. 

The two stepped across the space vortex. 

Suddenly, the world ahead was even broader, full of immortality, and lingering flowers. 

"That feeling will become clearer..." 

Jun Xiaoyao secretly said in his heart. 

He could feel the aura of the immortal Dao material, it should be in the deepest part of Sanxian Cave. 

At this moment, a figure appeared in the other direction. 

Jun Xiaoyao and Jiang Luoli looked. 

One of the women in the wide-sleeved cloud robe was found to be Yun Tianlai. 



But at this moment, Yun Tianlai's dress is slightly messy, showing signs of fighting. 

Obviously, they also experienced some battles along the way. 

And beside Yun Tianlai, there are a few Tianjiao. 

One of them is the three young masters of the Samsara Sea. 

Yun Tianlai also saw Jun Xiaoyao and Jiang Luoli, with a faint smile on his face. 

"The gentleman, Luo Li." 

Because of the strong relationship between Qiongxiao line, Bixiao line and Yunxiao line, they support 

each other, so the relationship is pretty good. 

There will be no conflicts. 

The two parties converge. 

Yun Tianlai saw Jiang Luoli next to Jun Xiaoyao, with flawless dresses and dust. 

There was a touch of envy in his eyes. 

Obviously Jun Xiaoyao took good care of Jiang Luoli. 

In contrast, Yun Tianlai also had the help of Samsara Haisan Young Master and others. 

But after all, there was a battle. 

Seems to see a touch of envy in Yun Tianlai's eyes. 

On the side, the three young masters of the reincarnation sea, Xuan Mo, who wore golden garb, flashed 

an unpleasant color in his eyes. 

Originally, as the Three Young Masters of the Sea of Reincarnation, he didn't catch a cold for Jun 

Xiaoyao, the heir of the infinite emperor. 

Now seeing Yun Tianlai's gaze, he couldn't help but feel even more unhappy. 

Xuan Mo also turned his gaze to Jun Xiaoyao, with a strange color in his eyes. 

"You are Jun Xiaoyao, and there is a special aura on your body, similar to the true meaning of my 

reincarnation sea." 

Seeing Xuan Mo suddenly speak, Yun Tianlai's face also changed slightly. 

She knew that the Sea of Reincarnation and the Emperor Infinitely existed almost like rivals. 

Everlasting Emperor once severely injured a supreme being in the sea of reincarnation. 

And now, Jun Xiaoyao has the identity of the heir of the Emperor Infinite. 

It is impossible not to face the sea of reincarnation. 

"So what?" Jun Xiaoyao said indifferently. 



The power of reincarnation is indeed no stranger to him. 

Jun Xiaoyao condenses the law of reincarnation, and also possesses six reincarnation fists and six 

reincarnation fairy roots. 

Even the Eucharist vision can form six reincarnations. 

So in terms of the power of reincarnation, Xuan Mo, the three young masters of the reincarnation of the 

sea, is really inferior to Jun Xiaoyao. 

"It's nothing, just feel that the true meaning of reincarnation in your body is too strong, maybe there is 

some cause and effect in the sea of reincarnation with me." 

"When this matter is over, you follow me to the sea of reincarnation." 

Xuan Mo's tone was as if he had ordered his servants, with a sense of self-respect. 

The reason why he was provoking a prick, he was indeed a little unhappy with Jun Xiaoyao. 

Secondly, he did detect an unusual true meaning of reincarnation from Jun Xiaoyao. 

Not to mention whether it has anything to do with the sea of reincarnation, but if he can discover the 

secrets in it, he may be able to get huge benefits. 

Jun Xiaoyao's face also showed a touch of playfulness. 

Let him go to the sea of reincarnation? 

At that time, six reincarnation fists, six reincarnation immortal roots and so on will all be coveted by the 

sea of reincarnation? 

And with his current position, really going to the sea of reincarnation is that the sheep enter the tiger's 

mouth. 

Although the sea of reincarnation may not really dare to act on Jun Xiaoyao. 

After all, Zhu Xianjian had just been shocked before. 

But Jun Xiaoyao doesn't need to be stupid and ask for trouble. 

"Order me to reincarnation sea, what are you?" 

Although Xuan Mo was a member of Yun Tianlai's camp, Jun Xiaoyao did not show any mercy. 

To dare to pick his thorn is to find death. 

"It seems that you are toasting and not eating fine wine?" Xuan Mo's eyes narrowed slightly. 

The more Jun Xiaoyao was like this, the more he felt that there was some secret in Jun Xiaoyao. 

"The three young masters, and the gentleman, you guys..." 

Yun Tianlai was caught in the middle, not a human being inside and out. 



"Fairy Yun, you get out of the way, I really want to know how strong Jun Xiaoyao really is, dare to be so 

arrogant and capable in nine days!" 

As soon as Xuan Mo's voice fell, he directly referred to it as a sword. 

A touch of reincarnation light emerged, turning into a brilliant sword light, as if reflecting the world. 

This is the top supernatural power of Samsara Sea, Samsara Dao Sword! 

As soon as this sword is shot, if it is cut, it seems to be able to fall into endless reincarnation. The power 

is terrifying Dare to provoke me, you are looking for the wrong person. " 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't keep his hand either, and punched out six ways of reincarnation. 

It seems that there are six reincarnations in the big world, rolling away with the fist and the front. 

That horrible meaning of reincarnation is even better than Xuanmo's reincarnation sword! 

"what?!" 

Xuan Mo was also taken aback. 

Compared with the meaning of reincarnation, he is still inferior to an immortal Tianjiao? 

boom! 

The fairy light exploded, and the law splashed everywhere. 

Xuan Mo was blasted back for more than a hundred feet, his chest churned with blood, and a mouthful 

of blood was swallowed by him. 

His face also became gloomy. 

Chapter 1379: The emperor’s hand bones, Xuanmo retreats, 1 chance 

"The young master guessed right, you have the treasure of reincarnation." 

"And all things related to reincarnation belong to the sea of reincarnation." 

Xuan Mo said coldly, with a solemn expression on his face. 

He started to be serious. 

Jun Xiaoyao still didn't care. 

The dominance of the restricted zone of life has long been deeply rooted in the hearts of the people. 

But to be domineering in front of him is to seek a dead end. 

"Playing with the power of reincarnation in front of me is tantamount to making an axe in the class. 

Show your true ability." Jun Xiaoyao waved his sleeves. 

"court death!" 

Xuan Mo raised his right hand, and the vast meaning of reincarnation surged. 
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Surprisingly, his right arm actually started to glow. 

It seems to be slowly becoming translucent, a section of arm bones that are extremely dazzling, filled 

with the light of reincarnation, emerge from under the skin. 

Sacred and bright, with an ethereal imperial might. 

"That is... a piece of the hand bones of the Great Emperor, Xuan Mo is serious." 

Seeing the dazzling hand bones, the eyes of some other arrogances around him were shocked. 

There are three young masters in the sea of reincarnation. 

It is rumored that each has implanted three pieces of emperor bones of the same homology. 

A brow bone. 

A sternum. 

A hand bone. 

And right now, the three young master Xuanmo had implanted a hand bone. 

It can be said that the three great bones possess endless power in the hands of the three young masters 

of the sea of reincarnation. 

But this is not the scariest. 

The scariest thing is. 

These three great emperor bones of the same origin can also be integrated and superimposed in power. 

In other words. 

If the three young masters of the sea of reincarnation join hands. 

Its power will increase by more than ten times! 

It can be said that even if it is Wang Yan, such a nine-day top arrogant, it will be choking for the three of 

them to join forces. 

It is precisely because of this that even now the sea of reincarnation, because of the sleep of the 

supreme lord, appears very low-key. 

But no one dares to look down upon the sea of reincarnation. 

These three young masters, if they become emperors in the future, they will be the three giants again. 

Even now, there is only Xuan Mo alone. 

He urged the emperor's hand bones, and the power was extremely terrifying, and it was almost 

suffocating. 

"The emperor's hand bone, it seems that this is your arrogant capital." 



Jun Xiaoyao raised his eyelids slightly, his expression still a bit lazy. 

A piece of the great emperor's hand bone is definitely a great opportunity for ordinary Tianjiao. 

But for Jun Xiaoyao, there is now a great emperor working under him. 

Therefore, the emperor's deterrent against Jun Xiaoyao really didn't have much. 

Of course, it doesn't mean that Jun Xiaoyao despised the emperor. 

It's just this hand bone of the great emperor that really couldn't make the slightest disturbance in his 

heart. 

"Come again!" 

Xuan Mo urged the power of the emperor's hand bones, and the emperor's prestige permeated. 

He also bombarded with a punch, and the surging light of reincarnation surged. 

This is not only his own power, but also the power of the emperor's hand bones. 

With a punch, the space of this small world is shaking, splitting gaps in space. 

The mountains below were swept to the ground by the terrifying imperial might. 

Yun Tianlai's face also changed suddenly. 

She also felt shocked when faced with this punch. 

It can be said that even Tianjiao who specializes in physical training can hardly withstand this punch. 

Because of this punch, a wisp of the might of the emperor was entrained. 

At the same time, the emperor's hand bones are enough to crush everything! 

Face this trick. 

Jun Xiaoyao is still a simple single punch. 

The power of the saint body fetus is surging, and the blood rushes into the sky, turning into a long 

dragon and roaring the sky. 

Jun Xiaoyao is now, although he is not yet a true congenital body. 

But his physical body is already stronger than the simple lonely ancient Eucharist. 

Together with him, it also spurred the power of four thousand Sumi worlds. 

This fist blasted out, also like breaking the heavens, shaking the heavens and the earth, and turning the 

universe upside down. 

boom! 

For example, two giant ancient life stars collided together, causing boundless waves and ripples of law. 

In such a collision. 



Xuan Mo flew out directly, his arms almost exploded, his blood vessels burst and blood flew. 

Only the hand bones of the emperor were still shining and did not suffer any damage. 

"Why... how could this be, your physical body..." 

Xuan Mo was shocked, his chin was dripping with blood, and his eyes were horrified. 

It stands to reason that if he goes down with this punch, his body will explode even if he is refining 

Tianjiao. 

Although he had also heard of it, Jun Xiaoyao's physical body was extraordinary, and it seemed that he 

was an incomplete body of the Holy Body. 

But not to mention the collapse, at least it can be a tie. 

It turned out that he was hit hard. 

Jun Xiaoyao's expression was faint, and he withdrew his fist front. 

He is more than just the corpse of the Eucharist. 

I also practiced one of the nine books of heaven. 

The body book is the ultimate method of the physical body. 

Superimpose the power of the corpse of the Eucharist. 

What about having the hand bones of the great emperor, wanting to cause his physical body to be 

wounded is also whimsical. 

But I have to say that the hand bones of the emperor are still somewhat powerful. 

Hundreds of cells in Jun Xiaoyao's body, Xumi World, were shattered. 

Of course, as time goes by, the world of Sumeru will repair itself. 

"The emperor's hand bones are indeed good, but your strength is too weak, you can't exert your 

strength at all." Jun Xiaoyao shook his head slightly. 

It is as if the predecessors are pointing to the unsuccessful descendants. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, you..." 

There was shame on Xuan Mo's face. 

Jun Xiaoyao's strength is not at the same level as what he imagined. 

No wonder Jun Xiaoyao can kill Sha Wang. 

Xuan Mo's strength is stronger than King Sha, but it is also limited, ranking 14th on the Nine Heavens 

Dragon and Phoenix Ranking. 

"Now, are you still qualified to let me go to the sea of reincarnation?" 



Jun Xiaoyao's tone had a hint of irony. 

Xuan Mo's face was purple. 

He wanted to make a move, but found that he was not sure. 

"Sir, can you please stop temporarily?" 

Yun Tianlai stood up. 

Xuan Mo felt even more ashamed when he heard this. 

You can tell from Yun Tianlai's words that she meant to let Jun Xiaoyao stop. 

In other words, in her heart, she had already thought that Xuan Mo could not be Jun Xiaoyao's 

opponent. 

This made Xuan Mo's heart explode. 

"Since Fairy Yun doesn't believe me to wait, then I will go." 

Xuan Mo also had no face to stay here. 

Seeing Xuanmo leave, Jun Xiaoyao didn't move much. 

It's just ants on the roadside. 

"Thank you, Lord Jun." 

Yun Tianlai also gave a wry smile. 

A helper that was finally found was beaten away by Jun Xiaoyao with two or two tricks. 

But she didn't expect Xuan Mo to be so fragile. 

Do not… 

Or it should be said that Jun Xiaoyao is too strong. 

"If the gentleman can help me..." Yun Tianlai thought to himself. 

But she just thought about it. 

Jun Xiaoyao must help his own woman. 

In that case, wouldn't it be enough to become Jun Xiaoyao's woman? 

A somewhat absurd idea flashed through Yun Tianlan's heart, which made her feel a little embarrassed. 

The rest of the Tianjiao, seeing this atmosphere, also took the initiative to leave. 

If Yun Tianlai were with Jun Xiaoyao and them all the way. 

That is indeed nothing else.  

In the end, Yun Tianlai, Jun Xiaoyao, and Jiang Luoli were left here. 



"Sorry, it seems to have beaten all your helpers away." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

"The gentleman said what to do, anyway, I don't intend to fight for money, as long as Liu Qiongyan 

doesn't get it." Yun Tianlai said. 

"Then next, or Fairy Tianlai, follow us all the way." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

Tian Lai Fairy's eyes lit up. 

Although she has no intention of competing for the golden battle for the mixed yuan. 

But in this Three Immortal Cave, there are indeed other opportunities she wants to get. 

"Master Jun, I know there is a chance that you might be interested in." Yun Tianlai said. 

"What chance?" 

Jun Xiaoyao is interested. 

Chapter 1380: Half fairy medicine, golden years, guarding alien beasts, red eye dragon... 

"In the depths of the Three Immortal Caves, there should be a half-immortal medicine." 

Yun Tianlai's words made a flash of light in Jun Xiaoyao's eyes. 

The half immortal medicine is definitely attractive enough. 

Even for people with a high vision like Jun Xiaoyao, it is extremely attractive. 

Although the Bodhi of Yaoling Mountain is also a semi-immortal medicine, it is not very attractive to Jun 

Xiaoyao because it is a blessing in understanding. 

"No, Fairy Tian Lai, if there is a half-immortal medicine in Sanxian Cave, will it stay for now?" 

Jun Xiaoyao raised his own question. 

Yun Tianlai said: "The gentleman also knows that the Sanxian Cave will only be opened within a certain 

period of time." 

"And when it was opened last time, the half-immortal medicine was not fully mature." 

"It takes a long time for a half-immortal medicine to mature." 

"And if it is an immature half-celestial medicine, the efficacy will be greatly reduced." 

"This is the line of my Yunxiao line, and the predecessors who have entered the Three Immortal Caves 

told me, but I am not sure whether the half-immortal medicine is now mature." 

Jun Xiaoyao nodded slightly and said, "It turns out that it is." 

Yun Tianlai went on to say: "Furthermore, even if the half-immortal medicine is mature, it is not that 

simple to get it." 

"There is a powerful alien beast guarding the half-immortal medicine, and its strength definitely exceeds 

the Heavenly Sovereign, and at least it is an alien beast of the Profound Sovereign level." 
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"As for Sanxiandong, only the younger generation of Xianling has the qualifications to enter it and obtain 

opportunities." 

"In the younger generation, few people can deal with alien beasts of that level, so this half-immortal 

medicine has only existed to this day." 

Jun Xiaoyao completely understood. 

But he asked: "How do the three of us divide a half-immortal medicine?" 

No profit can not afford to be early. 

Jun Xiaoyao never does a loss-making business. 

Besides, he is now on the verge of breaking through, and he just needs the opportunity of the semi-

immortal medicine. 

Yun Tianlai said: "That half-immortal medicine looks like a small tree, and the fruit on it is the essence." 

Upon hearing Yun Tianlai's words, Jun Xiaoyao nodded and agreed. 

Half immortal medicine, the kind that has a whole plant, such as immortal bodhi. 

That would be difficult to divide, because the efficacy of the medicine may be lost. 

And this kind of fruiting sub-type is better divided. 

After a little discussion. 

Yun Tianlai took Jun Xiaoyao and Jiang Luoli into the depths of Sanxian Cave. 

Along the way, they also encountered many strange beasts, broken formations, natural dangers, etc., 

but they were all easily resolved by Jun Xiaoyao. 

Yun Tianlai realized Jiang Luoli's ease and comfort. 

In her heart, she couldn't help but feel a little envious. 

It is indeed a kind of happiness to have such a powerful Taoist couple who protects his wife. 

Several hours later. 

Jun Xiaoyao and others stopped in one place, suspended in front of the mountain peak in the void. 

Among the peaks, there is a deep valley. 

Around the valley, flowers are blooming, and Seocho contends for glory. 

The aura seemed to form rain and mist, engulfing in the void. 

And in the hazy mist and rain. 

As far as Jun Xiaoyao could see, he saw a small golden tree growing in the deepest part of the valley. 

The little golden tree is golden all over, just like a gold forged from the tribulations. 



The golden rays of light washed up on the tree trunks like water waves. 

And above the canopy. 

There are five longan-sized fruits growing and flowing Xia Rui. 

The fragrance of fragrance is clearly audible at such a distance. 

The most strange thing is that Jun Xiaoyao actually felt a hazy flow of time on the fruit. 

It seems to be the fruit of endless years of time, very strange. 

"That half fairy medicine is..." 

There is light in Jun Xiaoyao's eyes. 

"That's right, it's that half-immortal medicine, the golden years." 

Yun Tianlai's breathing was also quick, and there was a touch of excitement in his eyes. 

The golden years are the name of this half-immortal medicine. 

As we all know, each half-immortal medicine has its own different medicinal effects, properties, and 

abilities. 

For example, Immortal Bodhi can improve comprehension. 

The golden years, as the name suggests, the effect is very simple. 

Those fruits seem to be the condensation of the essence of endless years. 

After taking it, it is equivalent to practicing for many years. 

This is also the origin of the name of the golden years. 

A golden years fruit can be worth countless years of cultivation. 

It can be said that this is the most suitable semi-immortal medicine for monks to accumulate their 

heritage and break through their realm. 

"good." 

Jun Xiaoyao also had a touch of joy in his eyes. 

The body of Bodhi, Immortal Bodhi is tasteless to him. 

But these golden years happened to be of great help to Jun Xiaoyao. 

"However, the five golden years of fruit seem to take a while before they mature." 

Yun Tianlai looked at the golden years of fruit and said. 

A mature golden age fruit should be the size of a baby's fist. 

Now it is only the size of longan. 



"No problem, maybe I have a way." 

Jun Xiaoyao doesn't mind. 

He knew that there was any way to make the golden years of fruit mature in a short period of time. 

But before that, there is one biggest obstacle. 

It was the strange beast guarding the golden years. 

It was an alien beast that looked like a unicorn, covered in thick scale armor. 

The limbs are not hooves, but as sharp as eagle claws, the beast eyes are red, and there is a dragon tail 

behind it. 

Unicorn head, eagle claws, dragon tail. 

"That's a red-eyed dragon lin." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

The Red Eyed Dragon Lin, an ancient alien species, possesses part of the Qilin true blood. 

At the moment, the aura of this red-eyed dragon lin is impressively equivalent to the powerful Xuanzun 

of the human race. 

And generally speaking, at the same level, the strength of these alien beasts is obviously stronger than 

that of human cultivators. 

It can be said that ordinary human monks Xuanzun, not to mention killing, want to suppress this red-

eyed dragon lin, it is extremely difficult. 

"No wonder this half-immortal medicine can exist safely to this day." 

Jun Xiaoyao understood. 

If Sanxiandong, only the younger generation can enter. 

There are indeed few people who can get the half-immortal medicine under the guardianship of the Red 

Eyed Dragon Lin. 

Even, there are not many Tianjiao who can fight with Chi-eye Longlin. 

And the Red Eye Longlin was obviously waiting for the golden years to mature completely. 

"Xuanzun-level Crimson Eyed Dragon Lin, under normal circumstances, it is not easy for even the 

Xuanzun strong to deal with, what should we do." 

After personally perceiving the aura of this Scarlet Eyed Dragon Lin, Yun Tianlai's face was not very 

pretty. 

The strength of this guarding alien beast was stronger than she had imagined. 

"Let me come." Jun Xiaoyao said lightly. 

"Master Jun, this..." 



Yun Tianlai was taken aback. 

It's not that she doesn't believe in Jun Xiaoyao's strength. 

But the aura of this red-eyed dragon-lin at the moment is indeed terrifying. 

It is definitely not something the younger generation can handle. 

"The plan is very simple. I'll lead away the Scarlet Eyed Dragon Lin. Fairy Tian Lai, you and Luo Li will go 

picking the golden years." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

"Brother XiaoyaoAre you in danger?" Jiang Luoli worried. 

She believes in Jun Xiaoyao's ability. 

But always worry, this has become an instinct. 

"Don't worry, a strange beast can't help me." Jun Xiaoyao smiled lightly. 

Although his realm has not changed much. 

But the power of the Little Thousand Worlds in his body has doubled, and he has the power of two Little 

Thousand Worlds. 

This power is not the power that the Supreme Seven Realms should have. 

Jun Xiaoyao is ready to shoot. 

However, his psychic perception felt as if he had felt something. 

A strange color flashed under his eyes. 

However, on the surface, Jun Xiaoyao didn't have any hesitation, and he appeared to attract the 

attention of Red Eye Long Lin. 

 


